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As shown in previous
crystallographic
investigations,
upon binding
lactate
and NAD;
lactate dehydrogenase
undergoes
a large conformational
change that results in a surface
loop moving
roughly
10 A to cover the active site. In addition,
there are appreciable
movements
(~2 A) of five helices and three other loops.
We demonstrate
by a new fitting procedure
that the loop moves on two hinges separated
by a relatively
rigid type II turn. The first hinge has few steric constraints
on it, and its
motion can be well accounted
for by large changes in two torsion angles, i.e. as in a classic
hinge motion. In contrast,
the second hinge, which is part of a helix connected
to the end of
the loop, has many more constraints
on it and distributes
its deformation
over more torsion
angles. This novel motion
involves
the helix stretching
and splitting
into a-helical
and
310-helical
components
and substantial
side-chain
repacking
in the sense of “cogs hopping
between grooves”
at its interface
with the end of a neighboring
helix.
The loop is stabilized
by five transverse
(across loop) hydrogen
bonds. These are
preserved,
through
the conformational
change and through
17 lactate
dehydrogenase
sequences, more than the longitudinal
hydrogen
bonds down the sides of the loop.
Through
a network
of contacts,
many of them conserved
hydrophobic
residues,
the
motion of the loop is propagated
outward
to structures
that have no direct contact with the
ligands. These moving structures
are on the surface of the protein, and the whole protein can
be subdivided
into concentric
shells of increasing
mobility.
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1. Introduction

change;

surface

loops;

helix

changes are an essential step in the catalytic
mechanisms
of certain
enzymes.
They
have
been
observed in lactate dehydrogenase
(Rossmann
et al.,
1971; White et al., 1976), triose phosphate
isomerase
(Phillips
et al., 1977) and HIV-1 protease (Miller et
al., 1989). Here, we analyze
the mechanism
that
underlies
one of these cases of loop closure: that
which occurs in lactate dehydrogenase
(LDHt).
We first use a variety
of fitting
techniques
to
categorize
objectively
the loop closure motion. Then
to explain
it we investigate
the loop structure
in
depth: first, its main-chain
torsions
and then the
packing, hydrogen
bonding
and sequence similarity
of its side-chains.
Finally,
we show how the motion
of the loop is integrated
with the lesser motions
of
other parts of the protein.

The activity of many proteins requires conformational
change. The molecular
mechanisms
behind
some of these changes have been analyzed
and
found to occur on a variety of different
structural
scales. At one end of the spectrum are movements
of
whole subunits, e.g. for the transmission
of allosteric
effects in hemoglobin
and other proteins
(Perutz,
1989). Next, there are hinge movements
of domains,
e.g. in the immunoglobulins
(Bennet & Huber, 1984;
Lesk
& Chothia,
1988),
lysozyme
(Faber
&
Matthews,
1990)
and
alcohol
dehydrogenase
(Eklund
et al., 1981). On a secondary
structure
scale, there are rigid-body
motions
of helices that
occur in insulin and that facilitate
domain closure in
citrate
synthase
(Chothia
et al., 1983; Lesk &
Chothia,
1984).
Other conformational
changes occur on a smaller,
structure
scale.
An
important
sub-secondary
example
of these changes is the closure of surface
loops over substrates
bound in active
sites. These

t Abbreviations
used: LIIH.
lactate
dehydrogenasr:
VDW.
van der Waals;
r.m.s..
root-mean-syuarr:
k,,,.
catalytic
rate constant;
TIM,
triose
phosphatr
isomerase.
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2. An Overview of LDH Structure
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LDH catalyzes the interconversion
of lactate
and pyruvate in the Cori cycle (for a review, see
Holbrook et al., 1975). It uses NAD as a coenzyme.
In the early 1970s Rossmann
and his colleagues
(Adams et al., 1970, 1973) determined the structure
of the apo enzyme. The loop closure was first
noticed in 1971 (Rossmann et al., 1971) and, subsequently,
LDH ternary
complexes
(LDH-NADpyruvate,
LDH-NAD-malate
and LDH-NADoxamate) were solved to 3 A (1 -4 = 0.1 nm) (White
et al., 1976). Recently, the apo form and one ternary
complex have been refined to high resolution and
the co-ordinates
deposited
in the Brookhaven
Protein Data Bank (Bernstein et al., 1977). The apo
form has a resolution of 2-O A and a residual of 9202
(Abad-Zapatero
et
al.,
1987; Brookhaven
file
GLDH),
and the abortive ternary
complex with
substrate analogue oxamate and NADH has a resolution of 2.1 A and a residual of 0.173 (unpublished
refinement by J. P. Griffith & M. G. Rossmann; file
ILDM).
These two structures
will be considered
here.
A standard labeled schematic drawing of LDH is
shown in Figure l(a), and its secondary structure
assignments are given in Table 1. The enzyme is a
tetramer. Each subunit consists of two domains: an
NAD-binding domain and a catalytic domain. The
structure of the NAD-binding domain found in
LDH is very similar to that found in other dehydrogenases (Rossmann et al., 1975). It consists of a
large sheet of six strands (PA, BB, PC, PD, /3E and
PF) with three helices packed onto one face (aB, c&
and a3G) and three packed onto the other (ED, aE
and alF). The catalytic domain consists of four
helices (ctBF, alG, a2G and aH) packed on the
outside of two sheets, which each have three strands
(PG, fiH and fiJ, and PK, PL and PM). These two
sheets have an extremely twisted conformation.
There is one additional helix in the protein (aA)
which is part of an extended piece of chain at the N
terminus. In the ternary complex a flexible loop
between PD and aD (Ala96 (98) to Phell9 (122)t)

? The residue
numbering
convention usedhere will
the strictly
sequential
numbering
of the Protein
Data
Bank
file. An alternative
X-ray
numbering
convention
exists.
Equivalences
between
these numbering
systems
are summarized
below and given in brackets
after
selected
residue
names.
Sequential
l-20
21L81
&l-101
1022128
19-130
131-206
207-209
210-298
299-327
328-329

X-ra3
l-20
22-81
83-103
105-131
132A. 13PB
133-108
209A. 2lOA.
210R
21 l-299
301-329
330A. 331

be

6.

Chothia

closes over the active site, covering the ligands
(Fig. l(b) and in closeup in Fig. 4). Relative to their
position in the apo structure, atoms in the loop
move up to 15 A. To distinguish it from other loops
in the protein the Loop will henceforth be
capitalized.
The detailed energetics of the Loop closure will
not be discussedin depth here. A number of experimental investigations have suggested that eleetrostatics is the principal factor (e.g. see Wilks et al.,
1988). The Loop is held open by repulsion between
positively charged residues in it (Arg99 (101) and
Arg106 (109)) and in the active-site (H193 (195) and
R169 (171)). Upon binding, the carboxylate on the
lactate counterbalances these positive charges and
so allows the loop to close.
3. Fitting Methodology
We used t,hree fitting procedures to probe rigorously and objectively the structural differences
between the two conformations of LDH on successively finer scales: sieve-fit, lit-refit and fit-all. The
fit-all procedure is a novel procedure devised especially for its application here. We describe first how
these fits are done and then their resultsf. It. is
useful at the outset to make one definition:
A = average (root-mean-square (r.m.s.)) deviation in
main-chain atom positions in &atom
after doing a,
least-squares fit on the main-chain atoms of t,he
same residues in the apo and holo forms.
(a)

Sieve-j%

The “sieve-fit” procedure (Lesk, 1991) was used
to characterize the conformational change at the
grossest level. The apo form was fitted onto the
ternary complex. Those residues that, had the worst
fit (i.e. had the highest deviation) were then
excluded, and the two structures were refitted again
with this smaller set of residues. This fitting and
excluding was repeated a number of times until t,he
deviation A for the regions being fit,ted dropped
below a certain threshold.
Two threshold values were used with this procedure. First, the experimental uncertainty
in
atomic positions in the apo structure is estimated to
be about 0.25 A/atom (Abad-Zapatero et al., 19$7),
and the ternary complex will have a similar value.
$ All the fits (except
fit-all),
the counting
of non
bonded
contacts,
the measurements
of torsion
angles
and the accessible
area calculations
were carried
out
using programs
written
by A. M. Lesk (see Lesk.
1986.
and references
therein).
For the purposes
of these
calculations
a van der Waals
(VDW)
contact
occurs
when the centers
of 2 atoms
are less than t’he sum of
t)heir VDW
radii plus 0.6 A. These VDW
radii are
chosen to include
hydrogen
atoms.
so. for example.
C”
on Ala has the radius
of a methyl
group.
The hydrogen
bonding criteria
is that donor
and acceptor
heavy
(nonhydrogen)
atoms be separated
by less than 3.5 A and
that the donor-acceptor-next atom angle is less than
110”.
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PJ - alG1
(b)
Figure
1. Schematics
showing
spatial
arrangement
of LDH
secondary
structure.
(a) Figure
of the apo form adapted
from Abad-Zapatero
et al. (1987)
delineates
labeling
conventions
for secondary
structure.
Sheet 1 is shown
in white,
sheet 2 in dark
grey and sheet 3 in black.
Helices
packing
onto sheet 1 are filled with dots, while those packing
onto
sheets 2 and 3 are shown
in light grey. Only
1 subunit
of tetramer
is shown here. Other
subunits
are formed
by rotating
this one by 180” around
the molecular
P, Q and R axes. Views of the whole tetramer
can be seen in Figs 7 and 9.
(b) Figure
of the ternary
complex
highlights
the effects of loop closure.
The NAD
is represented
by light grey spheres and
the oxamate
by dark grey ones. Parts
of the protein
changing
conformation
most from the apo form are labeled.
Those
moving
most, the major
movers,
are shown with a heavy
line, and those moving
less, the minor
movers,
are shown with a
medium-weight
line. For clarity,
some parts
of the protein
that are stationary
have been omitted
from this diagram.
Figs l(b), 4 and 6 are derived
from computer
programs
written
by A. M. Lesk (Lesk
& Hardman,
1982).
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Table 1
LDH

secondary

structures

comparison

and

of their arrangement

(a)
Secondary

Fit-refit

Helices
Overall
A
I3
C
D
cut I)
E
1F
%P
IG
ZG
3G
H
Sheets
Sheet
1
Overall
A
u
(’
u
E
F
Sheet 2
Overall
G
H
J
Sheet 3
Overall
K
I,
111
Loops
Loop
BG-BH
/S&G
alG-cz2G
PK-PL

Truncated
for fits
To

%
%9
54
105
105
120
139
163
224
234
246
306

8
43
69
119
119
128
152
179
233
243
263
324

2%
47
76
90
132
157

27
51
80
95
136
161

186
197
109

Cc)

(b)

structure

Xormally
considered
From

in the apo and holo forms

From

To

3
30
56
105
110
122
139
165
226
237

8
43
69
119
119
128
147
178
233
242

308

322

76

79

192
207
211

186
197

190
206

265
284
296

274
293
301

265
“88

21%
293

96
191
212
234
273

104
196
223
236
287

Plastic
deform
(A/atom)

A,

results

Rigid-body
translate

T.

Sieve-fit
Rigid-body
rotate,

(4

(deg.)

0.39
026
0.29
024
1.39
0.34
0.35
027
0.28
0.36
0.25
0.24
0.39

913
0.14
0.07
281
1.38
970
0.20
0.16
0.39
961
015
2.56

27
l-6
1.2
22.6
13.8
3.8

931

912

026

0.08

0.27

0.10

1.18
076
I.75
0.29
0.38

<559
0.53
0.82
1.34
076

R

Movernl?nt
classification

Static
Static
Static
Major

core
rare
core
mover

-Minor
Minor
Static
Minor
Minor
Static
Xajor

mover
mover
core
mover
mover
core
mover

Static

core

1.7

Static

core

@i

Static

core

Major
Minor
Major
Minor
Minor

mo\-er
mover
mover
mover
mover

7.6
14)
8.4
1.9
1.9
7.2

35-2
.59
86
166
39

White
et ui.
(1976)
comparison

0
0
0
9000
moo
7000
0
0
0
0
7800

I 1 JO0
3000
0
0
3000

Three
groupings
of information
are presented
in this Table.
(a) This part of the Table
defines
t’he standard
LDH
secondary
structures
as well as other
LDH
substructures
referred
to in the text. The secondary-structure
assignments
are based on those in the Protein
Data
Bank
files. However,
the secondary-structure
assignments
in the data base differed
markedly
for the apo and holo conformations.
These
differences
were resolved
to make
the final
scheme
delineated
here.
Occasionally,
slightly
truncating
secondary
structures
was felt to
give more meaningful
values
for the various
fits and these truncations
are indicated
in t,he Table
as well. (b) The results
from doing
the
fit-refit
procedure
on selected
substructures
are shown.
As defined
in the text,
the r.m.s. deviation
A in A/atom
provides
a measure
of
substructure
deformation,
whereas
7’ and R refer
to the magnitude
of rigid-body
translation
(in d) and rotation
(in deg.).
In
interpreting
these values
it is worthwhile
to keep in mind
that
A for fitting
the whole
subunit
is 1.79 A/atom
and for fitting
just the
static
core 032 A/atom
and that
the uncertainty
in atom
positions
in the apo form
is 0.25 &atom.
(c) An indication
is given
as to
whether
the substructure
was included
in the static
core or considered
as a major
or minor
mover
based
on the sieve-fit
procedure
discussed
in the text. For comparison,
results
derived
from White
et al. (1976)
on the unrefined
structures
are listed
in the next column.
These numbers
are the maximum
magnitude
of the differences
between
apo and holo forms
for each structural
element
as measured
from Fig. 4(b) (n = 4) in White
et al. (1976).
The difference
is expressed
as a product
of the fit, of the holo structure
into t,he electron
density
of the apo and vice versa.

Deviations
A obtained
from
fits of individual
secondary
structjures
in both conformations
had
roughly
similar values, 095 to 0.4 A4 (see below and
Table
1). So 0.4 Lh was taken as a threshold
to
separate
what did not move from what
moved.
Second,
for fitting
the whole
protein,
the mean
deviation
A is 1% A, so 2 a was taken to divide what

moved a little from what moved a lot. These two
thresholds
were; in turn;
used to partition
the
residues in protein
into three categories:
(1) The static core: residues that were both part
of well-defined
secondary
structure
and
that
remained
after
sieve-fitting
with
the
lower
threshold.

LDH
(2) Major
excluded
by
(3) Minor
excluded
by
threshold.

Loop

movers: contiguous
residues that were
the higher threshold.
movers: contiguous
residues that were
the lower but included
by the higher
(b) Fit-re$t

A “fit-refit”
procedure,
as described
by Lesk &
Chothia (1984), was used to characterize
the motion
of individual
elements
of secondary
structure.
In
this procedure
the apo and holo forms were first fit
and superimposed
on the basis of residues in the
static core. Then a particular
element of secondary
structure
was refitted
and resuperimposed.
The
second fit results in a deviation
A, which gives a
measure of the deformation
of the secondary
structure in going between
apo and holo forms, and the
resuperimposition,
a vector that measures its rigidbody translation
and rotation.
Occasionally,
one or
two residues at the termini
of helices that unwound
to some degree were not included
in these fits.
(c) Fit-all
A “fit-all”
procedure
was devised to locate hinge
regions in loops. It consists of four steps:
(1) Consider
the Loop
and its surroundings,
residues 90 to 135, to be a single region. Calculate
the deviations
A for fitting
all possible contiguous
subregions.
That is, for all residues rl and rZ in the
single region, fit rl to r2 in the apo form with rl to r2
in the ternary
complex.
Possible subregions
include
96 to 106 or just 109 but not 96 to 106 together with
109, which are two non-contiguous
subregions.
(2) The resulting
deviations
can naturally
be
arranged
into a surface plot having the following
form: A=f(rl,
r2). This surface has a number
of
relevant characteristics.
Since A does not depend on
which
direction
the
fits
are
done
within,
r2)
=f(r,,
rl),
and
it
is
only
necessary
to
look at
f(r1,
the subsurface
where
r2 > rl. Usually,
but not
always, it will be the case that the deviation
A from
fitting a subregion
is less than that from fitting the
whole region. (This would not be the case, however,
if, say, residues
95 to 110 fit very poorly
but
residues 111 to 130 fit very well. A fit from 95 to 130
would have more overall deviation
but less average
deviation
A than one done from just 95 to 110.)
Because of this poorer fitting
of larger regions, the
surface will tend to slope up from the fits of small
regions (say, 92 to 94 or just 94) to the fits of larger
regions (say, 92 to 110). Eventually,
it will climax
approximately
at the fit of the whole region,
90
to 135.
(3) Against this steady background
increase there
may be a large increase when one adds a8 residue
that changes conformation
significantly
to a fit of a
rigid region. Suppose that residues 90 to 95 move
rigidly
but there is a deformable
hinge point at
residue 96. One would expect that all possible fits
from residues 90 to 95 would give relatively
small
deviations
A of, say, 93 8. After residue 96 is added
to the tit, one would
expect a sudden jump to a
deviation
A of, say, 68 8.
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(4) Consequently,
maxima
in the slope of the
surface (i.e. points of inflection,
where VlVAl = 0)
correspond
in the protein to deformable
boundaries
between rigid regions.

4. Conformational Differences between the Apo
and Ho10 Forms
(a) Large-scale

differences

The regions with the same structure
in the apo
and ternary
forms were determined
by the sieve-fit
procedure
as summarized
in Table
1 and Figure
l(b). Two-thirds
of moving residues are in the catalytic domain
and one-third
in the NAD binding
domain.
The static core includes
five helices (aA,
aB, crC, a2F and a3G) and all three sheets. A fit of
the residues in the static core resulted in a deviation
A of 0.33 A. The major movers include the Loop and
ND, aH and the C terminus,
and the random
coil
connecting
PJ and alG (BJ-alG).
The minor movers
include
four helices (alF, crE, and the end of alG
through
the beginning
of cr2G (alG-a2G))
and two
loops (the one connecting
PH and /lG (PG-BH) and
one connecting
BK and PL (/?K-/?L)).
A graphical
representation
of the final iteration
of sieve-fit can
be seen in Figure 2, which shows the deviation
in C”
position
versus
residue number
after the structures
were superimposed
based on a fit of the static core.
Altogether
the major and minor movers form just
over one-third
of the structure
(Table 1 and Fig. 2).
As summarized
in Table 1, the magnitude
and
character
of the large-scale
structural
changes was
determined
by the fit-refit
procedure.
With
the
exception
of aD, the deviations
A of all the helices
(between
025 and 0.45 8) are comparable
to the
accuracy
of the co-ordinates,
so the helices do not
deform appreciably.
Furthermore,
except for ND, all
the moving helices move as rigid bodies within
the
accuracy
of the co-ordinates;
for three of the six
moving helices (aE, a2G and aH) the magnitude
of
rigid-body
translation
is 2 to 65 times A, and two of
the remaining
helices,
crlF and ollG, rotate
by
roughly
8”. However,
this rigid-body
motion
is
clearly
not the case for the mobile
loop regions,
which have large deviations
A. As the whole of aD
appears to deform as much as these mobile loops
and as it is directly connected
to the Loop, it is best
to consider it as an integral
part of the Loop region
and not a separate, rigid helix.
(b) Detailed

characterization
of
Loop conformation

the differences

in

The motion of the Loop region (i.e. Ala96 (98) to
Phell9
(122)) is clearly the largest movement
in
LDH.
The structural
changes that occur within
it
were determined
by the fit-all
procedure,
and a
surface plot resulting
from this procedure
is shown
in Figure 3. Inspection
of this graph for points of
inflection
reveals two areas of very steep slope,
which indicate that most of the motion in the Loop
can be localized
in two deformable
regions or hinge
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Figure 2. Graph showing the difference in C” position between the 2 conformations
after superposing the structtires
based on a least-squares fit of the main-chain atoms in the static core. The broken line at 64 A/atom separates the static
core from the minor movers: and the continuous line at 2 A/atom, the major movers from the minor ones. Secondary
structure is shown below.

joints. The first hinge is from Ala96 to GlnlOO (102)
at the beginning
of the Loop, and the second hinge
is from Ser105 (108) to ValllO
(113) at the beginning of crD. The type II turn from GlnlOl
(103) to
Gly104 (107), which connects these hinges, is carried
along by their motion
as a relatively
rigid body.
This double-hinged
system is anchored
on its N
terminal
side by PD and on its C terminal
side by
the non-deforming
part of the olD that runs from
Glnlll
(114) to Phell9
(see Table 1). There is also a
third region of moderately
steep slope on the graph.
This corresponds
to a slight kinking
or deformation
at the junction
of aD and NE, i.e. around
Phell9.
Figure 4 shows the Loop backbone
in both conformations,
and the hinge joints are visible on careful
inspection.
(c)

Comparison

with

previous

results

on

LDH

loop closure
The results of White et al. (1976) are qualitatively
similar t,o those described here. However,
because of
the medium resolution
and unrefined
nature of their
structures,
it was not possible then to describe accurately the exact extent of the movement,
its rigidbody nature,
or its double-hinged
character.
Some
of the differences from our results are summarized
in
Table 1. In particular,
White et al. (1976) found a
much larger movement
for cllF and a smaller movement for crlG-ol2G than we do.
A hinge-jointed
mechanism
for the Loop has been
alluded to previously
but never discussed in depth
(e.g. Abad-Zapatero
et al., 1987; Wilks
et al., 1988;
Birktoft
et aE., 1982). In particular,
contrary
to our
findings,
Gly103 (106) has been suggest,ed as the

location
of a hinge joint. A mutagenesis
experiment
described
by Waldman
et al. (1988) supports
our
conclusion
that Gly103 is not a hinge joint. This
residue
was changed
to tryptophan.
The rate
constant
(k,,,) was reduced
by only 40%, and the
,Michaelis
constant
was unaffected.
Loop closure is
the rate-limiting
step in normal
LDH
catalysis,
occurring
at a maximal
rate of about 250 t,imes per
second (Holbook
& Gutfreund,
1973; Clarke et aE.,
1986). Consequently,
the fact that Ic,,, was essentially
unchanged
indicates
that the mutation
did
not affect the dynamics
of loop closure.
Such a
mutation
clearly
puts many steric constraints
on
the flexibility
of residue 103 and would
probably
have
a large effect on k,,, if 61~103 actually
did
deform in hinge-like
fashion.
Two additional
LDH crystal structures
solved by
Rossmann
and
his colleagues
provide
further
evidence for t,he double hinged-structure
proposed
here. These structures
are not to as high a resolution
or degree of refinement
as the dogfish
(&u&s
ascanthius)
apo and holo structures,
so t,hey were
not consulted
for the fine points of the analysis.
However,
they have noticea,ble features that clearly
point out the flexibility
of the second hinge. In the
crystal
structure
of the apo mouse test’icular
C,
LDH,
Musick
& Rossmann
(1979) found residues
LeulO7 (110) to Leul09
(112) at the beginning
ofaD
to be in an extended
chain with an intermediate
conformation
between
that of the open and closed
forms. And in the structure
of pig heart LDH with
an S-Lac-NAD
substrate
analog, Grau et al. (1981)
found that t,he beginning
of CXD differed the most in
conformation
from the dogfish ho10 structure
considered here.
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I

105
Resldue

number
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I

I15
residue

number

r, versus

I

125
deviation

!

.

n

Figure
3. Contour
plot showing
results
of doing
fit-all
procedure
on the loop region
of LDH.
Least-square
backbone
fits between
apo and holo forms were done from residue
number
rl to residue
number
r2. The r.m.s. deviation
A of atoms
in a/atom
is shown
as contours
of increasing
deviation.
Forty
contours
between
0 and 2.25 A/atom
are shown.
Rough
values of A for various
parts of the surface
are shown in boxes. The 2 regions
of maximal
slope in this graph,
indicated
by
arrows,
correspond
to hinges in the Loop.

Figure
4. Superposition
of 3 conformations
of the Loop
shows how loop closure
can be roughly
approximated
by
changing
3 torsion
angles. The light
continuous
line shows holo conformation
main-chain
atoms
from Lys90
to Va1135.
The broken
line shows apo conformation
of loop superposed
on the holo form
based on a least-square
fit of just the
backbone
atoms
in BD and /?E, Lys90
to Thr95
and Ile132
to Va1135.
The bold continuous
line shows
this apo
conformation
with 3 key torsion
angles changed
to their values in the holo form: $s6, which
changes
for - 105” to -69”;
&;
- 174” to 146”; and $io5, - 94” to - 75”. The apo loop with 3 torsions
changed
fits the holo loop with deviation
A of
1.08 A/atom
and a translation
vector
magnitude
of 26 A, while an identical
fit of the unchanged
apo loop gives 1.20
and 57.
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Figure 5. Ramachandran
diagrams for residues in aD. (a) For the 2nd hinge (Arg106 to LeulO9) and (b) for the rest oi
ctD (ValllO to Phell9).
Only the lower left-hand corner of the diagram is shown as $, Cp values for all residues are
clustered here. (A -)
Values for the holo conformation;
(0 ---)
values for the apo form. For comparison, values of
ideal a-helical and SIO-helical conformations are marked by the intersection of the broken lines. For the 4 residues in the
2nd hinge, the residue number of the $, q5 value is indicated next to a line connecting the apo to holo values. ITote both
the 2nd hinge and the rest of aD roughly occupy the same region in torsion-angle
space in the apo conformation.
while the rest of aD
However, in the ternary complex, the 2nd hinge stretches into a markedly 3,,- helical conformation,
moves slightly in the opposite direction towards a more a-helical conformation.

5. Loop Main-chain

Torsion Angle Analysis

Analysis
of structural
features
of the Loop
support and corrobora,te
a main result of the fitt,ing
procedures,
that the Loop has a double-hinged
structure.
Tt is best to consider first the main-chain
and move later to the side-chains.
As shown in
Figure
4: if one starts
with
the apo form and
changes three main-chain
torsion
angles to their
values in the ternary complex it is possible to reproduce much of the effect of loop closure. The importance
of
these
three
torsions
is
easily
understandable.
496 and $97 are the first torsion
angles to change appreciably
bet,ween conformations in the first hinge, and $I05 is the first torsion
to change appreciably
in the second hinge. The large
impact
of changing
these torsions
simply
results
from the fact that in any joint the changes near the
beginning
will have greater effect than those later
on.
Torsion
angle changes in other loop residues do
not have the large, concerted
effect of the changes in
these three key torsions.
A case in point are the
changes in $99 (162”) and 4100 (148”), which simply
result in t’he flipping of the Arg99-GlnlOO
(101-102)
peptide
plane. Consequently,
simply
plotting
the
magnitude
of torsion
angle changes ~WTSUS residue
number
does not furnish useful information
about
loop motion.
Plotting
t’he pseudo-torsion
angle LX,
(the torsion
angle for virtual
bonds connecting
C”
atoms), versus residue number averages out some of
these “local”
fluctuations
and gives a roughly
bimodal distribution
that corroborates
the proposed
double-hinged
structure.
However,
t’he peaks on this
distribution
were not nearly as pronounced
as those

coming from the fit-all procedure.
From a detailed inspection
of view-s such as those
shown in Figure 4, it is clear that the motion of the
first hinge can be better accounted
for by changing
a few torsions than that of the seeond hinge. That is.
aft’er changing the three key torsions, the conformation of Lys90 (92) to Glu104, which reflects only the
effects of the first hinge, matches the conformation
of the holo form much better than the conformation
of Ala98 (100) t,o Vail35
(137), which reflects only
the effects of the second hinge.
This degree of
“matching”
can be quantified
by comparing
the fit
of the apo form, with torsions first unchanged
and
then changed,
to the holo form and judging
the
relative
improvement.
It turns out that changing
& and $97 improves
the fit of Lys90 to Gln104 by
22%: but changing
410S only improves
the fit of
Ala98 to Va1135 by 2%.
It. is possible to understand
better the flexibility
of the second hinge by plotting
its torsions
in a
Ramaehandran
diagram,
as shown in Figure 5. In
the apo form residues ArglO6 (109) to Phell9
(all of
X11) occupy one relatively
large region of $+-space.
On average they have a configuration
((y?) = -36”)
midway between that of a 310-helix
($ = -30”)
and
an a-helix
($ = -41”).
However,
in the ternary
complex;
aD splits
into two distinct
regions
of
&/-space.
ArglO6 to Leu109 (($) = - 17”) occupy a
region closer to a,n ideal 31a-helix,
while AsnllO
to
Phell9
(($) = -44”)
move towards a region with a
more x-helical
configuration.
This splitting
of aI> in
&/-space
closely matches its segmentation
with the
fit-all procedure
into a deformable
hinge region at
the beginning
and a relatively
rigid helix at the end.
Its real-space manifestation
is that the second hinge

LDH
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Table 2
Fits

of all and parts of aD to ideal
r.m.s.

911 of helix D (106-118)
Bpo
Ho10
Second hinge (106-109)
APO
Ho10
Rest of helix (110-119)
Bpo
Ho10

3,, and a helices

deviation
A in fits to
ideal helices
a

3 10

0.75
1.51

1.86
214

025
0.39

0.56
OC28

0.52

1.12
1.43

0.55

A is as defined in the text, the deviation
in &atom
a least-squares
fit on the main-chain
atoms.

after

and Sequence Conservation
Loop Side-chains

doing

of

At this point, it is convenient
to switch focus from
describing
the main-chain
deformations
that occur
upon loop closure to analyzing
how the specific sidechains
present
in the Loop
make this motion
possible. It will be worth while to look at the Loop
residues for patterns
of sequence similarity,
VDW
contacts and hydrogen
bonding.
(a) Sequence
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at a given residue
position,
the dogfish
muscle
sequence matched
12.5 of the 16 other sequences,
versus
an average
of nine matches
overall
and
roughly ten for residues in the static core.
(b) Hydrogen-bonding

stretches considerably:
the c” atoms on Ser105 and
Glnlll
move apart by 3.3 A.
The splitting
of ctD is also evident
using other
main-chain
conformation
analysis
techniques.
As
shown in Table 2, fits of parts of aD against ideal
(x- and 3 ,,-helices
show the bifurcation
clearly.
In
the conformational
change, the main-chain
hydrogen bonding
in the second hinge shifts from predominantly
1,4 to 1,3. However,
clear analysis
of
the hydrogen
bonding
is not as straightforward
because in either conformation
many of amide and
carbonyl
groups
have an intermediate
geometry
that can accommodate
both 1,3 and 1,4 bonding.

6. Packing

Closure

alignment

To facilitate
sequence
comparison
17 LDH
sequences
were aligned.
Parts of this alignment
corresponding
to the major and some minor movers
are shown in Table 3. The sequences used were from
79% to 33% identical
with dogfish muscle LDH.
They were grouped
into ten eukaryotic
sequences
with an average identity
of 73% to dogfish LDH
and seven prokaryotic
sequences with an average
identity
of 35%. In the overall alignment
12 o/o of
the residues (41 of 329) were completely
conserved.
In terms of overall
criteria
for sequence
similarity,
the Loop
was one of the most
highly
conserved
substructures
in LDH.
This contrasts
with the a priori expectation
that surface loops are
the least well conserved
parts of protein
structure.
Of the 23 residues between
Ala96 and Phel19,
six
were totally,
and 11 highly, conserved.
On average,

patterns

The hydrogen
bonds internal
to the Loop and aD
can be divided into three classes.
(1) “Transverse”
hydrogen
bonds join one side of
the loop region to the other.
(2) “Longitudinal”
hydrogen
bonds link residues
along one side of the Loop via side-chain
atoms.
(3) “Helical”
hydrogen
bonds
link the mainchain atoms of crD in a conventional
1;4 or 1,3
pattern.
These were
discussed
in the previous
section on main-chain
conformation.
As shown in Figure 6, in both the apo and holo
conformation,
the same five transverse
hydrogen
bonds are present. Three of these transverse
hydrogen bonds involve just residues in the type II turn.
They undoubtedly
stabilize
this substructure
and
perhaps
account
for its rigidity
compared
to the
hinges surrounding
it. In the apo form there are five
longitudinal
hydrogen
bonds.
Two
of these are
involved
in an Arg112-Glu104
(115107)
salt bridge
that spans the second hinge. When the Loop closes,
these five bonds are broken and replaced with three
different
ones. However,
the salt bridge
is still
preserved
to a degree. It stretches,
the C”-to-C”
distance
between
Argll2
and Glu104
increasing
from 10.4 to 13.4 A, and a new hydrogen
bond
(N@-0”‘)
takes the place of the two previous
ones
(NE-OE2 and Nq2-O”l).
Comparison
of the list
of hydrogen
bonds
attached
to Figure
6 with sequence alignment
in
Table
3 shows that the side-chains
involved
in
transverse
hydrogen
bonds, i.e. Asnl13
(116) and
Glu104
(107)
are better
conserved
than
those
involved
in longitudinal
hydrogen
bonds. So transverse hydrogen
bonds are also probably
preserved
to a greater extent than the longitudinal
ones across
LDH sequences.
Moreover,
VDW
contacts
across
the Loop region are probably
preserved
through
many LDH sequences. In particular,
there are three
highly conserved,
hydrophobic
residues along the
inside of aD (LeulO9 (112), Ile116 (119) and Phell7
(120)) that with Asnl13
pack against the opposite
side of the Loop and give it a small hydrophobic
“core”.
The retention
of essentially
the same loop conformation in the open and closed forms is facilitated
by
the conservation
of transverse
hydrogen
bonds. This
is in accord with the findings of Tramantano
et al.
(1989) that structures
of medium
sized loops are
mainly
stabilized
by hydrogen
bonds
to their
inward pointing
polar groups.
(c)

Structural

constraints determine
hinges
deform

how the

The steric environment
of each hinge is very
different.
Residues of the first hinge (Ala96-Gly-Ala-
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Table 3
Selectedparts

of the alignment

Key

Description

DM

M chain

-dogfish

Taylor

HM
PM
Ri
HUB
PH
CH
MUC
RX

M chain
M chain
M chain
M chain
B chain
H chain
H chain
C chain
X chain

-human
-pig
-fat
-chicken
-human
-pig
-chicken
- mouse
- rat

Tsujibo et al. (1985)
Klitz et a/. (I 977)
Matrisian
et al. (1985)
Torff et a/. (1977)
Takeno & Li (1989)
Klitz et a/. (1977)
Torff et al. (1977)
Sakai et al. (1987)
Pan et al. (1983)

BSN
BM
IX
BSU
BCA
TAQ
BL

Bacillus
stearothermoph
Bacillus
megatefium
iactobaci//us
casei
Bacillus
subtilis
Bacillus
caldofenax
Thermus aquaticus
Bifidobacterium
longum

Reference

of 17

LDH

sequences

000011111111111111111111
999900000000001111111111
678901234567890123456789

(1977)

Barstow et al. (1986)
Widerkehr
(1982)
Hensel et a/. (1983)
Hediger et al. (1986)
Barstow et al. (1987)
Kunai et al. (1986)
Minowa et al. (1989)

‘illIS

22222222222222222222222222222222
Key

11111111122222222223333333333444
12345678901234567890123456789012
-

DM

N

HM
PM

D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Ki
HUB
PH
CH
MUC
RX
BSN
BM
LC
BSU
BCA
TAQ
BL

v E s
I NT
VKA
V E K
V E S

E
E
I
v
E

P
D

r-------a1G
I+------PJ-alG

------+I

-I

I t--------a2G

1t-rxclG-a2G

3

1

------+I

LDH
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Table 3 (continued)
22222222222222222222222222222
66666777777777788888888889999
56789012345678901234567890123

Key
DM
HM
PM
%
HUB
PH
CH
MUC
RX
BSN
BM
LC
BSU
BCA
TAQ
BL

Key

333333333333333333333333
000011111111112222222222
678901234567890123456789

DM
HM
PM
Eli
HUB
lz
MUC
RX
BSN
BM
LC
BSU
BCA
TAQ
BL

As indicated
by the secondary
structure
/lK-PL,
atlG-a2G
and jJ-ctlG
are shown.
References
for all sequences
are listed.

assignment
The numbering

at the bot’tom
is sequential

of the Table,
and secondary

only the
structure

residues
corresponding
assignment
is for

to the Loop,
uH,
dogfish
muscle
LDH.
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Figure 6. Hydrogen bonding in Loop region for both apo and holo conformations.
The 6 transverse hydrogen
(thick broken lines) are present in both conformations.
Ala98
K
to Asn113
CP’
GlnlOl
h’
to Asnll3
061
GlnlOl
K
to Glu104
061
Glu104
ru’
to GlnlOl
0
Ssnl13
P2
to Ala98
0 (only marginal geometry)

bonds

The longitudinal
hydrogen bonding (thinner broken lines) changes completeiy between ronformations.
However. tbe
Arg112-Glu104
salt bridge (indicated by f and - signs) is maintained
to some degree, P;o helical hydrogen bonding is
shown. (a) Longitudinal
hydrogen bonds in the apo form are:
AsnlOH
X
to SerlO5
Od
Argl12
NE
to Glu104
OE’
Argl12
W2
to Glu104
CF2
Asnl13
P2
to LeulO9
0
Asnl15
P
to Glnlll
0
(b) Longitudinal

hydrogen

bonds in the holo form are:
R’“2
Glnl 11
h’V2
Xrgl12
pu’“2
Argll2

Arg-GlnlOO)
make few VDb\’ contacts
with other
parts of the Loop or the rest, of the prot,ein. This is
particularly
t,rue of A-g99
(IOl),
which
points
directly
out into solution
and makes no contacts,
and of the completely
conserved:
small residues,
Ala96 (98) and Gly97 (99). Partially,
as a result of
the small side-chains
and few VDW contacts in the
first hinge. much of its main chain is exposed to
solvent:
on average each residue of the hinge has
23 A2 of main chain solvent-accessible
surface area
(Lee & Richards.
1971). In contrast,
residues of the

to AsnIl
to Glu104
to Asnl08

06’
w2
0

second hinge
(Argl06-I,eu-Asn-r,eu-\‘al
I IO) have
larger side-chains
that are involved
in numerous
packing
interactions
with rH and the rest of the
Loop. The main chain of the second hinge is completely buried by its tightly
packed side-chains
and
only exposes 3 A2 of surface area per residue.
The clearly different
steric environments
of the
hinges manifest
themselves
in the constraints
that
they
put on possible
deformations,
and these
constraints
become very clear when the interaction
of the Loop and t,he two ligands is considered.
The

LDH

Loop Closure

first hinge primarily
interacts
with the coenzyme,
which make 21 VDW contacts
and two hydrogen
bonds with it versus 11 contacts
and no hydrogen
bonds with the rest of the Loop. Seventeen of these
21 contacts are to main-chain
atoms which, because
of their
few structural
constraints,
are free to
“wrap”
around the NAD. Moreover,
the absence of
steric hindrance
allows
the main chain to twist
greatly
on one torsion,
i.e. to kink, rather
than
having
to spread
its deformation
over
many
torsions.
Thus, the loose structural
constraints
on
the first, hinge explain why its motion can so well be
accounted
for by just changing
two torsion angles,
4 96 and 497.
Structural
constraints
can also help explain
the
motion
of the second hinge, though
in a slightly
different
fashion.
It interacts
primarily
with the
oxamate,
which makes six VDW contacts and three
hydrogen
bonds with ArglO6
(109). The oxamate
makes only one other contact,
a hydrogen
bond,
with a residue in the rest of the Loop, GlnlOO (102);
and this lone hydrogen
bond would
not even be
present for lactate or pyruvate,
the true substrates,
since it involves
the amino
group
of oxamate.
Because of the numerous
contacts it makes with the
substrate,
it is not surprising
that
ArglO6
is
conserved
in all known
LDH sequences and that
Clarke et al. (1986) found that changing
ArglO6
to
glutamine
reduced kca, by a factor of roughly 400. In
contrast to the ligand interaction
in the first hinge,
the oxamate
does not make any contact
with the
second hinge main-chain
atoms.
It has to affect
their
conformation
indirectly
through
a flexible
arginine
side-chain,
which
stretches
from 5.5 to
7.1 A (c” to C’) in the conformational
change.
Moreover,
because of the many packing
constraints
imposed
on it, the main-chain
is not as free to
deform as that in the first hinge and so must spread
its deformation
over many torsion
angles. Thus,
tight structural
constraints
help to explain why the
deformation
in the
second
hinge
cannot
be
accounted
for by changing
one or two torsions and
rather involves a bending
motion spread over much
of the helix. These constraints
also help to rationalize the highly
irregular
conformation
that
aD
assumes in the holo form. In the conformational
change, the standard
deviations
of both its torsion
angles increase considerably,
more than doubling
from 7” to 17” for (A$).

7. Propagation of Conformational

Change

With
the exception
of the Loop
and /?G-BH,
neither
ligand
has significant,
direct
interaction
with any of the other major or minor movers, i.e. no
contacts
with
aH and /lK-/lL
and only marginal
contacts to alG-ct2G, crE and alF.
How do the ligands,
when they bind, induce
conformational
changes in these structures
without
making contact with them? The Loop is the key. As
White et al. (1976) suggested, all the major displacements can be directly
associated
with the Loop
movement.
Of the 101 VDW contacts that the Loop
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and aD make in the apo form with the rest of the
protein,
92 are to the major and minor movers. The
Loop and ctD make contacts to ctlF, aE and MH in
both conformations,
and loop closure leads to interactions with cr2G and PG-PH in the holo form. As
shown in Figure 7: the effects of Loop closure are
propagated
through
this network
of contacts.
(a) Change

in packing

of the second hinge

and aH

Most of the Loop contacts, i.e. 51 VDW contacts
and two hydrogen
bonds, are to aH and the C
terminus,
and this part of the protein undergoes the
second largest
conformational
change
(after
the
Loop).
Figure
8 shows a schematic
view of the
packing,
where the packing
position
occupied
by
each side-chain
is represented
by a sphere. Most
side-chains
accommodate
the
conformational
change by just slightly rocking. That is, they change
their side-chain
torsion angles by about IO”. They
do not repack and change their immediate
neighbors, and they still have the same packing position.
Some
of these
rocking
side-chains
are
well
conserved,
especially
the hydrophobic
ones such as
ValllO
(113), Va1114 (117) and Ile323 (325).
However,
as shown in Figure 8, some side-chains
completely
repack and move to new positions.
In
particular,
the protrusions
in the second hinge
formed
by the side-chains
of Arg106
and Leu107
completely
repack with respect to the groove in ctH
formed by Thr319
(321), Asp322 (324) and Ile323
(325). In a motion similar to a cog hopping
between
grooves, ArglO6
leaves its packing
position
in the
aH groove and moves
down to make new contacts
with the substrate.
LeulO7; in turn, moves into the
groove and leaves its previous
packing
position
unoccupied.
This “groove-hopping”
motion
clearly
manifests how tight the steric constraints
are on the
second hinge. Leu107 just barely fits into the CXH
groove and makes two very close contacts
with
Ile323. As perhaps is to be expected because of these
tight
constraints,
LeulO7
and ArglO6
are completely conserved in all LDH sequences (though
as
discussed before, there are also other reasons why
ArglO6
would
be conserved):
and Ile323
is also
highly conserved (Table 3). The C terminus
executes
a similar form of musical chairs. In the conformational change, six side-chains
rotate through
four
packing positions.
Leaving its apo packing position
unoccupied,
Lys328
(330A)
takes
thb place of
Phe329 (331); Phe329, in turn: takes the place of
Leu327
(329); Leu327
takes the place of Asp326
(328); and Asp326 takes the place of Lys325 (327),
which moves to a previously
unoccupied
position.
The C terminus
has very high temperature
factors
and perhaps is somewhat
disordered.
However,
this
repacking
is a gross change that is still meaningful
despite the poorer quality
of the co-ordinates
in this
region.
(b) Contacts

to alG-a2G

and PK-PL

When the Loop closes it makes contact with srlG
and a2G. The formation
of 18 new VDW contacts

M.
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Figure 7. Schematic
diagram
showing
the network
of contacts
Pinking
oublines
of VDW surfaces (as seen in projection
from-solvent) of the major
of the Loop in holo form
is indicated
by the thick dotted
line. The outline
Loop is also shown. Note how the Loop makes contact with BG-PH and
minor mover ,!?K-PL is connected

C terminl

(324

to the ligand only through

the

moving

regions

of LDH.

Diagram

shot~a

and minor movers in the apo form. The outline
of the

part

alG-ctZG only
EH and the Loop.

of the ligand
not covered
in the holo form and

by the
how Ghe

between the Loop plus aD and Ala235 (236), Tyr236
(237), Ile239
(240)
and Lys240
(241)
on a2G
provides a driving
force for loop closure. As shown
in Table 3, two of these cont,act residues, Tyr236
and Ile239, are conserved in all LDH sequences, and
of Tyr236
Parker et al. (1982) found that nitration
in pig heart LDH reduces enzymat,ic
activity,
presumably
by interfering
with the contacts
it forms
with Glu102 on t’he Loop. VVilks et al. (1990) made
three sets of mutations
that reduced the size of the
residues at the LoopPa2G
interface,
and in each case
k,,, decreased
commensurately
with the magnitude
of the change. In bacterial
LDH,
the mutations
were GlnlOO-LyslOl-Pro102
to Met-Val-Ser,
E,,,
down by 3.8; AIa235-Ala236,
k,,, down by 1.5; and a
of crD onLo aH
Figure 8. Schema showing the packing
and the C terminus.
Circles represent
packing
positions
for
side-chains.
and
the
numbers
inside
circles
indicate
residue
numbers
of side-chains.
Ribbons
show main-chain
conformation.
Circles
split
into 2 halves
indicate
that
a
packing
position
is occupied
by different
side-chains
in
apo and holo conformation.
Black
filled half-circles
and
ribbons
indicate
holo
conformation,
while
-white
halfcircles show
apo. Grey arrows
show the movement
of sidechains through
packing
positions.
Note the “eog-hoppingbetween-grooves”
movement
of ArglO6
and LeulO7
and
t’he elaborate
rearrangement
of the C terminus.
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Figure 9. Division of tetramer into 4 concentric shells based on the degree-of-movement
classification produced by the
sieve-fit procedure. The holo conformation
is shown. This graphic was generated with FRODO (Jones et al., 1982). Blue,
hehces in the static core; green, sheets in the static core packed against the helices in the blue shell; red, helices and loops
classified as minor movers packed against the sheets: yellow, the major movers; white, ligands.
set of mutations
combining
both the previous
sets,
k,,, was down by 7.8. Furthermore,
the first set of
mutations
halved the rate of loop closure, while the
others did not affect it. This relatively
small reduction in the rate of loop closure
is reasonable
considering
that one of the mutated
residues was
part of the first hinge and the other two were in the
relatively
rigid turn.
The motion
of the minor mover BK-BL
adds an
additional
degree of complexity
to this account
of
propagation
of conformational
change. It does not
make any contacts to the Loop in either the apo or
holo forms, but it makes many VDW contacts and
hydrogen
bonds to the major mover aH as well as
the minor movers alF and /?G-/IH in both conformations. Consequently,
as shown in Figure 7, ligand
binding
affects it twice indirectly,
i.e. through
the
Loop and then (mostly)
through
aH. As shown in
Table 3, many of the side-chains
making contacts in
this linkage are conserved,
i.e. Ser316 (318), Ala317

(319), Leu320
(322) and Trp321
(323) on aH and
Gly279
(aSO), Ile280 (281), Va1284 (285), Phe285
(286) and Ile286 (287) on /%/IL.
Note the many
hydrophobic
side-chains.
The only moving structure
not connected
to this
network
of contacts
is PJ-a1G.
It does not make
contact
with
the Loop
or the ligands
and is
connected
to the other movers only tenuously.
It
has very low sequence conservation,
and its average
temperature
factor, 32 A2 per atom in the apo form,
is by far the highest in the protein,
roughly
four
times that of the static core. As pointed
out by
et al. (1987),
it is probably
poorly
Abad-Zapatero
defined in the crystal structure
and its apparent
motion may be an artifact.
(c)

Concentric

shells

of increasing

m,obility

A logical
(though
not necessarily
temporal
or
causal) progression
emerges in the picture of confor-
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mationai change. The coenzyme binds and the first
hinge is free to deform with large twists of a few
torsions. The oxamate binds, and the second hinge
deforms by splitting and sbretching. The Loop closes
and, through its network of contacts, induces crH to
move a lot and aE, alF; and alG-a2G
to move to a
smaller degree. PK-/?L moves becauseof its contacts
with aH, and the small loop /?a-pH moves in
response to its contacts with the ligands, the Loop
and the other movers.
What about the parts of the protein that do not
move? As shown in Figure 9, based on categorization of the sieve-fit procedure, the tetramer ca,n be
divided into four concentric shells. The central shell
consists of helices in the static core. The next shell
consists of the sheets in the static core that pack
onto these helices. The third shell consists of the
helices and loops classified as minor movers. which
also pack on top of the sheets. And the fourth and
outermostS shell consists of the major movers.
Almost all the quaternary structure contacts are
made by residues in the innermost two shells.
The major and minor movers form an autonomous region on the surface of the tetramer (Figs i
and 9). This autonomous region moves over a fixed
central core; which is constrained by quaternary
structure contacts. As discussed above, with the
exception of crD; the moving helices act, as rigid
bodies, and at the interface between the autonomous region and the fixed core; their motion is
accommodated by side-chains just slightly rocking
(without large-scale repacking as in the I,oop-ctH
interface). Their motion, consequently, can be
described by the helix interface shear mechanism
found for the helices in insulin and citrate synthnase
(Chothia et al., 1983; Lesk & Chothia. 1984).
9. Conclusion: a Comparison with TIM
Loop Closure
Joseph et al. (1990) investigated the mechanism of
loop closure in triose phosphate isomerase (TThl).
With a view towards illuminating the essential
features of loop closure, it is worth summarizing our
results and comparing them to their findings on
TIM.
Both the LDH and TN loops have a doublehinged structure with a relatively rigid central
se&on bracketed by two flexible hinges. The
motion of each hinge in TTM can be approximated
by changing two pseudo torsion angles (i.e. SIangles)
and allowing the rest of the molecule to move
rigidly. In LDH, the first hinge motion can also he
simply represented by changing two torsion angles.
However. the second hinge has a more complex and
unusual
splitting

motion
t,hat, involves
the stretching
and
of a helix into a-helical
and 3,o-helical

components. The difference brt,ween the two LDH
hinge motions can be understood in terms of the
different numbrr
of st’eric yonatraints
on each hinge.
many for the second hinge and few for the first.

Probably because of the importance of constraints
on LDH Loop motion, we found that the hinges in

a.nd C. Ghothia

T,I>H were highly conserved, while Joseph et ab.
(1990) found the opposite for the hinges in TIN
The sections of LDH and TIM loops that are not
part of the hinges retain their conformation through
closure, and these rigid sections are stabilized by
internal hydrogen bonding. In TIM, a fourth hydrogen bond is added to the three present when t,he
loop closes. In LDH, the hydrogen bonds can be
divided into t,ransverse ones, which are conserved
during closure and also across LDH sequences,and
longitudinal and helical ones, which rearrange
during the conformat’ional change.
The LDH Loop motion is integrated with many
other smaller motions, while TTM loop motion is
more localized. All the motion in LDH is confined to
the tetramer surface and mediated by a network of
contacts. In this network, the interface between the
1,oop and the helix packed against it, aH, is particularly significant, and it undergoes extensive sidechain repacking in the sense of “cogs hopping
between grooves”.
We t,hank A. 31. Lesk for helpful
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and

useof computer programs,M. ci. Rossmannfor providing
t,he refined LDH co-ordinates before they were available
from the Protein Data Bank and useful comments on the
manuscript, and A. Lenton for assist,ance with the figures.
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